RMC Camps update: June 28, 2020

Crag Camp: CLOSED
Gray Knob: CLOSED
Log Cabin: OPEN with restrictions
Perch: OPEN with restrictions

The RMC camps have been closed since April because of the COVID-19 pandemic, and two will remain closed until further notice. We continue to coordinate with the US Forest Service, Town of Randolph health officials, and Randolph Police Dept. to maintain the closure.

As of June 28, you may stay overnight in the Log Cabin, the Perch shelter or on the Perch tent platforms. One group only in each shelter and one per platform. Please maintain distance from others and camp safely. For camping elsewhere, follow US Forest Service rules: 200 ft. from trail or stream, 1/4 mile from RMC camps.

The RMC caretaker, based at Gray Knob, is patrolling the camps daily but is not collecting fees ($15 per person). If you stay, please make a donation at our website.